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I use a hydration pack for runs longer than 2 hours, preferring the Nathan HPL #020 for its capacity and
comfort. I also use more than one pack, so that I can swap them at aid stations without having to get in
and out of the pack or bladder. Osprey’s quick disconnect reservoir makes multiple packs unnecessary,
and there’s a whole lot more about the new REV 1.5 to talk about.

Fit

The low profile kept the weight of the bladder close to my back, and after a mile I forgot it was there. As I
drank, I was able to maintain a good fit using the straps to take up the slack. All straps are well-organized
with keepers; no loose ends to flap about. The REV was comfortable for the long haul; I had zero issues
with its fit over 2-4 hour runs.

Storage/Features

The REV 1.5 has a zippered reservoir compartment and a smaller zippered stash pocket in the main body
of the pack. The smaller pocket is adequate for extra gels or energy bars, a headlamp, gloves, and even a
small windbreaker. An external shock cord system on the exterior will hold extra layers and an extra water
bottle. Up front, the shoulder straps provide more storage. Two small stretch pockets on the right strap
are suitable for 5-6 gels, a sleeve of bloks or supplements.

Reservoir
The 1.5 Liter reservoir sports innovations which I expect to see in other brands soon. The reservoir
incorporates chevron baffles, which reduce sloshing and help maintain its shape and the compartment
contains a stabilization band which locks the reservoir into place. A quick disconnect on the reservoir
makes removal and replacement a non-issue. The magnetic bite valve keeper and rotating on/off valve
were much easier to operate than other brands.

Yays
The REV 1.5 lived up to the hype. Little details like locking strap keepers and the magnetic bite valve
impressed me. The baffled reservoir retains its shape, keeping the center of gravity close to the torso. The
quick connect on the reservoir makes refills feel like a Formula One pit-stop. The pack with its shock cord
are capable of carrying enough gear to outlast the reservoir.

Final Verdict
The REV 1.5 is a well-designed, comfortable, compact hydration pack perfect for training runs. The REV
series includes sizes ranging up to 24 liters of storage and I intend to investigate
the larger sizes for use in longer races. I want more capacity in the reservoir, so I
would consider buying the REV 6. Until then, my Nathan remains my choice for
runs over three-four hours.$70

